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simplify structure succeed
A 90 min interactive workshop to build your
practical toolkit for optimal performance both
personally and professionally

Key issues:
In my coaching and strategy consulations, I consistently see the same issues facing CEOs and Senior Directors.
•

Recruiting and retaining the right people,

•

Creating high performance staff that excel with loyalty to their brand.

•

A lack of practical tools that make a difference to real outcomes and the opportunity to learn life-skills to
keep staff inspired and motivated.

The solution:
•

The 90 minute SSS workshop is designed to recognize and reward the value of employees and clients, to
run in-house or at your PD Day or conference.

•

The workshop aims to simplify the process. The hardest part when planning your strategy is to start! 90% can
be taught in 90 minutes; a short and quick powerful time to get them started and going with a personal
action plan to take away. The 10% is the fine tuning once momentum has begun!

Value to the organization:
•

Create a new ‘normal’ of balance and motivation in your PD Day/Conference, improving on the company’s
sense of culture and care to delegates.

•

Actively invest in your team to enhance your organizations prospects of being an employer of choice

•

Reinforce your company’s values throughout the workshop to instill loyalty and brand value as your team plan
both personally and professionally and develop implementable action plans

•

Improve clarity and life-skills of individuals who support the growth of business and sustainability

•

Create momentum for change and responsibility to meet the needs of staff and clients who want to perform

Value to individual and clients:
•

Practical tools/tips/templates used by CEO’s, Elite athletes that are tried, tested and proven for immediate results

•

Space to stop and create their plan for performance with action items to get started immediately

•

Define the meaning of values, clarity, vision, and building a structure to support it for success

•

Recognise unsupported beliefs and behaviours to stop self-sabotage

•

Learn to create a structure that supports and matches their personality and what their needs are to live and
perform optimally

•

Enjoy an investment from the employer in their growth, therefore gaining greater engagement with the company

•

An opportunity to see how a life strategist works and the processes taught

SIMPLIFY STRUCTURE
SUCCEED WORKSHOP
RUN DOWN
Each participant will have 
worksheets to complete during
the 90 minutes resulting in their 
very own take home action plan!

START:
•

Use practical and effective  tools to Discover who you are in order to have a strong foundation on which to build

•

Apply the tried and tested  technique to learn what your core values are so you make informed decisions moving
forward

•

Quickly Identify your limiting belief so you can move forward without self sabotage in both your work and your
personal achievements

SIMPLIFY:
•

Identify what drains you  so that you can create strategies to remove them or counter them

•

Recognise the clutter busters to give you energy, clarity and motivation in order to achieve your goals more rapidly

•

Learn the characteristics for success and the simple key to success so that you can apply them and see an
immediate impact

STRUCTURE:
•

Write your 3 year vision and 1 year goals to break the ‘life on replay’ cycle

•

Learn the ultimate way to manage time to give you the space and focus to enact monthly strategies and projects
to achieve your goals more rapidly

•

Apply Tips and Tools and templates that work – used and proven by CEO’s and Elite Athletes

SUCCESS:
•

Develop the top Life-skills that propel you forward both personally and professionally

•

Learn how to live optimally in a way that suits your own performance pattern

•

Create a private Recipe for repeatable, ongoing success

“In this day and age, people are working longer and harder – and our objective was for our team to learn more about
looking after themselves to become more productive. Our managers were thoroughly captivated by her presentation
and we use these tools in our strategic meetings”
– Sussan Group
TESTIMONIALS:
“Commitment to long-term planning and using Shannah’s toolkit has ensured my potential has been met and I have
sustained success in both career and personal life”
Head of Sales, Division Director Macquarie
Financial Ltd

“Practical, beautiful and useful. Simplify Structure Succeed is the key to gaining clarity back in life. Tools, tips, strategies
and lifeskills every person and organisation should be implementing for success”
– Jackie Pearson, Editor, Your Money Magazine

“Dreaming is only the first step in the journey to self empowerment and achievement. It’s the doing that brings dreams
to fruition. Shannah’s experience in her field and the tools she provides are invaluable. Make the time to engage with
the exercises in the book, write them down, make your plans, it will change your perspective and provide the clarity to
make decisions allowing you to pursue your own dreams and aspirations. I use these tools on a daily basis as they bring
motivation, excitement and keep me on track with my core values always front of mind. Enjoy the journey”
– Lauren Burns
Olympic Gold Medallist, Taekwondo. Sydney 2000, OAM, Naturopath (BHSc)

“With HR professionals and people managers often being called upon to be a mentor to others, this book is a great
resource for them to draw on, as it includes great practical tips to assist in motivating, engaging and getting the best
from colleagues and team members”
– Iain Hopkins, Editor, Human Capital Magazine
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the pause

by shannah Kennedy –
executive Life strategist

all the answers they need to make
better decisions in everyday life.

It is the second half of the year and time
to take a quick pause. How do we take a
pause in such a fast paced world where
silence is never around. It is time to
take stock, stop, reassess and reset as
we launch into the middle of winter and
towards spring.

success is about self-management,
which is your ability to motivate yourself
and optimally leverage your own skills,
experience and value in any direction
you choose.

Over the years, I’ve worked with
CeOs, business owners, elite athletes,
millionaires and celebrities, steering
them all through this same process at
this time of year. a high-achieving bunch
accustomed to massive success in their
respective fields, they usually have one
thing in common.
they crave to go back to the basics
of their foundation to gain control,
clarity and purpose so they can make
small changes that will assist them
in reaching their potential. taking a
snapshot of their life can often provide

asking yourself questions is one of the
most powerful ways you can take control
of what you want to achieve in life.

are YOU LIVING
PASSIONATELy?

of what passion means according to the
english scholars, but what would that
do for you anyway?

By Tahlia Mandie – Psychotherapist &
Family Counsellor
If you had thirty days to do something
different, what would it be? If you lived
your life with a little more passion, what
would it look like? these were questions
that were given to me the other day
when I attended a blogging brunch. a
day filled with inspiration while the little
man was sleeping in his wrap.
Passion is really what you make it. Okay,
I could give you the dictionary meaning

30

You don’t need to make massive
changes to achieve success in all areas
of your life. It doesn’t take a dramatic
shift to your mindset or a brand new way
of approaching your life to accomplish
everything you want. rather, it takes
small consistent commitment to the
blocks in your foundation, each with
their own huge ripple effect – that can
make the biggest impact.

1. What did I achieve in the
first half of the year?
2. What am I most proud of?
3. Who/what is most important to you?
4. Who/what are you inspired by?
5. What are you afraid of?
6. What are you putting up with
right now?
7. How do you want to be
remembered by your family?
8. What do you really want?
9. What is stopping you?
10. What can you organise/book in
today to recharge yourself?
SIMPLIFy STRuCTuRE SuCCEEd,
THE PRACTICAL TOOLKIT FOR
MOdERN LIFE
A must for every person wishing to
live optimally both personally and
professionally – your complete guide.
Available at
www.shannahkennedy.com

these questions will help you get
started on the process of clearly defining
who you are and to taking a quick pause.

You see, living with passion is the
meaning you create for yourself. How
you want it to be, how you want it to
look. When we run our feet into the
ground day in and day out is there still
time for passion? Maybe it is devoting
a little more time for yourself - reading
a book, having a bath, enjoying a night
out with friends. Maybe it is giving some
of your time back to the community or
sharing your wisdom with others.
the beauty about us all is that we all
have a choice. a choice to live in one
certain way, but also the choice to live

another way. the choice to follow your
dreams and create your masterpiece.
Living a life filled with passion is a
journey you choose to create; a journey
that can start now.
so go on, why not start your thirty day
challenge today… decide what passion
means for you and go for it.
tahlia is a psychotherapist and
family counsellor, writer and blogger
helping individuals, couples and
families navigate through life’s
challenges and move forward.
see more of tahlia’s work at
www.directionexploring.com.au or
www.theparentingfiles.com.au
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